Introduction {#s0010}
============

Deciphering transcriptional regulatory networks is crucial for the understanding of cellular processes such as growth control, differentiation, and cell death [@bib1]. Although post-transcriptional mechanisms often play important modulatory roles, transcriptional regulation usually is the primary determinant of which genes are expressed, when they are expressed, and in which cells they are expressed. In addition, the determination of transcription factor (TF) and target gene relationships can sometimes provide an insight into the mechanisms by which mis-regulated expression can lead to human diseases [@bib2], [@bib3]. In the future, the ability to understand and modulate gene expression may provide new avenues for therapeutic intervention [@bib4].

Regulatory networks involving TFs and their target genes are being studied through both lab-based and bioinformatics approaches. Laboratory methods can identify cis-acting DNA elements and their cognate trans-acting DNA binding proteins (TFs) and can provide structural and functional information on their mechanisms of interaction. Although powerful, these methods are time-consuming, can be difficult to carry out, and thus far have yielded only partial information concerning the complex networks involved. Recently, there have been significant experimental breakthroughs in determining TF binding sites in high-throughput fashion, mostly using microarray as a platform, such as ChIP-chip [@bib5], [@bib6] or DIP-chip [@bib7]. As a complement to the lab-based methods, there has been increasing interest in using bioinformatics approaches to study gene regulation, and these studies are being greatly aided by the ongoing dramatic increases in available genomic information.

Bioinformatics approaches have already been used to identify DNA regulatory regions. This work includes the establishment of binding site databases such as TRANSFAC [@bib8] and JASPAR [@bib9], cross-species homology comparison of putative promoter regions looking for highly conserved sequences (phylogenetic footprinting) [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], and comparison of promoter regions of similarly regulated genes such as those identified by high-throughput microarray studies [@bib5], [@bib13]. Bioinformatics has also been used to explore the nature of various protein-DNA interactions. For example, the concept of a "recognition code" has been proposed by a number of investigators, and hopes were raised that a simple set of rules, like the genetic code, might be able to explain the specificity of protein-DNA interactions [@bib14], [@bib15]. However, inspection of increasing numbers of crystal structures of DNA binding proteins, especially protein-DNA complexes, has indicated that this recognition is probabilistic instead of deterministic. In other words, some amino acid-base contacts (for example, Arg \<=\> G) are preferred, but the recognition is degenerate in both directions [@bib16].

In the present study, we have utilized a statistical framework to explore the nature of protein binding DNA sequences and how they differ from surrounding non-protein binding sequences. In particular, we were interested in determining what kind(s) of DNA sequence segments are most likely to serve as the TF binding sites. The purpose of this study was twofold: first, to identify features associated with TFs that can help us better understand protein-DNA interactions; second, to incorporate these features into motif discovery programs to improve the performance of motif prediction. When we have used motif discovery programs, such as MEME [@bib17], Consensus [@bib18], and AlignACE [@bib19], the correct motif has often not received the highest prediction score, and in many cases the top-predicted motif was a degenerate motif such as "AAAAAA". It is our hope that with the additional information provided by the features we identified in the present study, we and others will be able to generate new and better rankings of predicted motifs and potentially move the correct motifs into the top-ranking positions.

The paper is organized as follows ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}): First, we discuss the four features associated with the selected motifs and analyze the degree of dependence on these features. Then, to explore whether the features are specific to these short binding sites or are simply reflections of the surrounding promoter sequences, we examine the features of the larger promoter "environment". We also break down the binding sites according to the TF classes to which they bind (for example, homeodomain proteins) and attempt to identify features specific to TF classes. We finally examine whether the observed features are species-specific by comparing the results from yeast, murine, and human genomes.

Results {#s0015}
=======

In this study, we have investigated the features associated with the TF binding motifs and examined how they differ from the surrounding non-protein binding intergenic sequences. Odds ratios were used to show the contrast between motif sequences and background. In essence, we measured the enrichment (or depletion) of the occurrence of motifs in the binding regions versus the background occurrence of a certain feature (for example, G+C=0.8). The statistical significance of the enrichment was evaluated by bootstrap simulation, which estimated the range of random fluctuation. The four features we examined were G+C content, pattern complexity, palindromic structure, and Markov sequence ordering. The first two are related to sequence composition, while the last two are about specific sequence ordering.

Motif features {#s0020}
--------------

### G+C content {#s0025}

The first feature we investigated was G+C content in motif sequences, as defined by the percentage of G and C occurring in a sequence. The G+C content for both motif sequences and intergenic background sequences was calculated for these two datasets ([Figure 2A](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). The distribution for the motif sequences was clearly shifted to the right when compared with the distribution for the background, indicating a preference for high G+C content in motif sequences. The corresponding odds ratio is shown in [Figure 2B](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. To assess the statistical significance of the odds ratio differences, confidence intervals (95%) from bootstrap simulations (see [Materials and Methods](#s1070){ref-type="sec"}) were calculated. The actual odds ratio curve was clearly distinct from the intervals, suggesting that the observed tendency was very unlikely to reflect a random variation in sequence distribution. This observation of high G+C content enrichment in motif sequences is not an unexpected finding, given that promoter regions in general tend to be GC-rich and are often associated with CpG islands [@bib20], [@bib21]. This observation also corroborates the previous finding that the intergenic regions between divergently transcribed gene pairs, where the regulatory motifs reside, are more (G+C)-rich (\~36%) than the regions between convergently transcribed genes (\~30%), where no TF binding sites are expected [@bib22].

### Pattern complexity {#s0030}

We next considered pattern complexity, which can essentially be considered the entropy of a sequence. It is defined as $- \sum\limits_{i = \mathit{ATGC}}^{p_{i}}{\log_{2}p_{i}}$, where *p~i~* is the probability of occurrence of a particular nucleotide in the motif sequence; values range from 0 (for example, AAAAA) to 2 (for example, AATTGGGCC or ATGCTAGC). By studying this feature, we tried to understand whether TFs tend to recognize simple DNA patterns or complex patterns. [Figure 2C](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} displays the distributions of pattern complexity for motif sequences and background. Overall, both distributions were centered on the high-complexity side. Although the distributions appeared to be similar, the difference in average pattern complexity (1.71 vs. 1.66 for motif and background sequences, respectively) was statistically significant, with a t-test-derived *p*-value of less than 10^−18^. The bootstrap-derived odds ratios for pattern complexity did not show as much divergence between observed and calculated data as was seen for G+C content ([Figure 2D](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). At the high-complexity end, the curve suggests that highly complex sequences are enriched in the motif database when compared to the background. However, at the low-complexity end, as indicated by the curve being largely within the confidence intervals, there was no statistically significant difference between the motif and background sequences.

### Palindromic structure {#s0035}

The type of DNA palindrome that is generally thought to be potentially biologically significant is a string with a 5' to 3' sequence that is identical to the 5' to 3' sequence of the reverse complimentary strand, for example, ACGT. A second type of palindrome is one in which the reverse sequence is a direct repeat of the forward sequence, for example, ATTA. We analyzed the occurrence of both types of palindromes in the set of regulatory motif and background sequences. A program was designed to detect the palindrome structure contained within a sequence. The output of the program is the type of palindrome and the repeat unit size. We allowed any length between the two repeat units. For instance, the sequence "ACGCCGTAAA" is an "ACGT"-type palindrome with a repeat unit size of 3, and the length between the two units (ACG and CGT) is 1. Sequences without any palindromic structure will have repeat unit sizes of 0 or 1.

[Figure 2E](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} shows the odds ratios between motifs and background for "ATTA"-type palindromes. As indicated by the confidence intervals from bootstrap simulation, the curve is not distinguishable from a random sequence ([Figure 2F](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). This indicates that, on average, "ATTA"-type palindromes are not enriched in the motif sequences. On the other hand, the odds ratio curve for "ACGT"-type palindromes ([Figure 2G and H](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) appeared to be different from the "ATTA"-type, with enrichment for "ACGT"-type palindromes monotonically increasing with increasing repeat unit size. The enrichment for palindrome sequences can be rationalized by the fact that many TFs bind to the promoter regions as homo-dimers.

### Markov sequence ordering {#s0040}

The fourth feature we analyzed was Markov sequence ordering in the motif sequences. In other words, we were interested in the probability distribution of each nucleotide following a particular prior nucleotide. A transition probability table was generated for this purpose.

The transition probability for a sequence was calculated according to the equation:$$P\left( i\rightarrow j \right) = \frac{N\left( i\rightarrow j \right)}{\sum\limits_{j\prime = ATGC}{N\left( i\rightarrow j\prime \right)}}$$where *i* and *j* represent two adjacent nucleotides in a sequence and *N*(*i* → *j*) is the occurrence of dimers of *ij* in the sequence. The denominator sums over all possible *j*'s. *P*(*i* → *j*) was calculated for both motif sequences and intergenic background sequences.

[Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} shows the odds ratio for the transition probabilities, where the first row contains the values for which an "A" is followed by each of the four bases, and so on for the other rows. Positive values indicate that certain transitions (for example, "A" followed by "G") happen more often in motif sequences than in the background, while negative values indicate the opposite. From the table it is clear that there are indeed certain preferences in terms of nucleotide ordering. For example, G following A is more likely than T following A in the motif sequences. Note that these results demonstrate the contrast between motif sequences and background. When we checked the Markov preference in general intergenic sequences (background), there was a tendency to avoid NpG and NpC.

The data in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} indicate that within the motif sequences, G and C are in general more likely to follow any nucleotide than are A or T. This apparent preference could arise mainly from the fact that, as noted above, motif sequences are GC-rich. One might therefore wonder if Markov sequence ordering contains the same information as sequence composition bias (for example, G+C content), viewed from a different perspective. To determine whether there was additional information to be obtained from the Markov sequence ordering, we re-calculated the odds ratios for transition probabilities by comparing motif versus permuted motif sequences, instead of motif versus background. Since permutation does not change the composition of a sequence, the permuted motif sequences maintain the same G+C content. If the observed Markov sequence ordering totally stems from sequence composition bias, the new odds ratios should be around 0. Most of the re-calculated values were indeed around 0 ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}), indicating that the observed Markov sequence ordering arises mainly from sequence composition bias. However, there were also several points that deviated from 0. For instance, it was unlikely for a G to follow a C, considering the fact that the motif sequences are usually (G+C)-rich. Thus, Markov sequence ordering does apparently provide some additional information and is not simply a reflection of composition bias.

Dependence of the features {#s0045}
--------------------------

As shown above, the features of Markov sequence ordering and G+C content are not totally independent. In order to explore this relationship further, we attempted to clarify whether the four analyzed features are confounded with each other. The scatter plots for various features are shown in [Figure 3A--C](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. Each spot in the figure represents a motif sequence, and its location is determined by its feature values. [Figure 3A](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} shows the relationship between G+C content and Markov score. These two features displayed a linear relationship, with a correlation coefficient of 0.81. If all the spots in [Figure 3A](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} were perfectly on one line, these two features would be considered essentially exchangeable, that is, one could exactly determine a feature value from the value of the other. Thus, the deviation from a fitting line shows the degree of independence of the two features. The relationship between G+C content and complexity also showed some degree of dependence ([Figure 3B](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}); however, it was not linear. The palindromic feature was not strongly related with the other features. [Figure 3C](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} shows the palindrome unit as a function of G+C content.

To quantitatively evaluate the degree of independence of these features, we calculated the residue after a LOWESS fitting between all possible pairs of features ([Figure 3A--C](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). The residue measures the deviation from a perfect mathematical relationship and thus the degree of independence between two features. It is defined as the root mean-of-square of the difference between the actual and the fitting values. The distance (the degree of independence) between each pair of features is described by the value of the residue. Using these distances, a tree was constructed to show the overall relationship between these features ([Figure 3D](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). G+C content was closest to the Markov sequence ordering, while the palindromic feature was far from the other three features.

Analysis of promoter "environment" {#s0050}
----------------------------------

The analyses described above have compared motif sequences to a "background" consisting of intergenic sequences. In order to explore whether the observed differences indicated characteristics that are specific to the motif sequences themselves or are simply reflections of the general nature of the surrounding promoter sequence within which the motifs are embedded, we performed a similar analysis comparing overall promoter sequences to the intergenic background. The promoter sequences were obtained from the *Saccharomyces* Genome Database (<http://www.yeastgenome.org>) and were defined as the sequences upstream of the predicted translational start codon. Since the length of upstream sequence that defines a "promoter" is somewhat arbitrary, we tested three sets of promoter sequences with different lengths: 100, 200, and 500 bp. Short sequences were randomly selected from the various promoter sets such that they had the same length distribution as the binding sites from TRANSFAC [@bib8].

We compared the promoter sequences with intergenic sequences to determine whether they shared the same features as the regulatory motifs. [Figure 4A](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} shows the G+C enrichment for the sets of sequences from the promoter sets. For comparison, the curve for motifs is also shown in this figure. The G+C content of the promoter regions was only slightly enriched with respect to the intergenic background, with markedly less enrichment than was observed for the motif sequences. [Figure 4B and C](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} show the analogous results for complexity and the "ACGT"-type palindrome, respectively, indicating that there was minimal, if any, enrichment for these features among the three sets of promoter regions. [Figure 4D](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} displays the log odds ratio for the Markov sequence transition probabilities. The log odds ratios for promoters showed the same tendency as those from the motif sequences, but the magnitudes of the deviations were much smaller in the promoter sequence sets. These results indicate that the identified features that distinguish motif sequences from intergenic sequences are localized to the regulatory motifs themselves and are not simply a reflection of differences in the surrounding promoter environment.

Variation in motif features based on TF subclass {#s0055}
------------------------------------------------

The analysis up to this point has considered all motif sequences as a single group. Since different TF classes have different binding properties, we next examined motif features as a function of the class of their presumptive corresponding binding proteins. The motif sequences from TRANSFAC were partitioned into groups according to the TF classes to which they are reported to bind. The major classes, defined as those with more than 400 binding sites ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}), were then analyzed for motif features in a manner analogous to that described above for the full motif dataset. Classes with fewer than 400 listed binding sites, such as helix-turn-helix proteins, were not used for this analysis because of the concern that the lower numbers would make it less likely that statistically significant results could be obtained.

The average G+C content clearly varied among the segregated motif groups (Left column in [Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). Most notably, the binding sites of zinc finger proteins had the highest G+C content (average of 0.59). In contrast, the binding sites of POU domain proteins had the lowest G+C content (0.33), which was lower than that of background (0.34). The observed differences were statistically significant, as indicated by an ANOVA derived *p*-value of 10^−102^.

For pattern complexity (Left column in [Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}), the difference among TF classes was not as dramatic as for G+C content. Leucine zipper factors tended to bind to sequences with high complexity, whereas zinc finger proteins have the opposite preference. Although the degree of difference between the TF classes was small, it was still highly statistically significant (ANOVA *p*-value of 10^−31^).

As we mentioned previously, the "ACGT"-type palindrome showed significant enrichment in all TF classes combined ([Figure 2H](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). The middle column in [Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} shows that the binding sites of zinc twist proteins were most enriched for palindromic structure, while for POU domains and homeobox proteins there was no enrichment. This finding could be rationalized by the symmetry, or lack thereof, of the three-dimensional structure of TF. For example, the DNA binding site of zinc twist is located between and anchored by two zinc atom complexes [@bib23].

We also calculated the value of log (*R*(*i* → *j*)) for the various TF classes. The right column in [Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} displays two representative classes and, for comparison, the average values for all classes combined. The correlation coefficients of log (*R*(*i* → *j*)) were calculated between all possible pairs of groups. The distribution of the correlation coefficients for these groups was very broad, ranging from −0.26 (between zinc twist and homeodomain) to 0.75 (between zinc twist and leucine zipper). Interestingly, some values of log (*R*(*i* → *j*)) deviated significantly from the general tendency, such as *R*(*C* → *G*) for homeodomain proteins.

Species specificity of motif features {#s0060}
-------------------------------------

An important question is whether the above observations made in the yeast genome can apply to mammalian genomes. As we used odds ratio to characterize each feature, there were two factors that contribute to species specificity: the difference from motif sequences of various genomes, and the background sequence difference in genomes. However, since TRANSFAC contains only about 480 motif sequences from the yeast genome, it is difficult to make a statistically reliable comparison. In this study, we concentrated only on the difference attributed to the backgrounds from various genomes. The same method was employed to extract two sets of background sequences from human and murine intergenic regions, respectively (see [Materials and Methods](#s1070){ref-type="sec"}).

To explore this issue further, we performed a similar analysis using murine and human intergenic sequences as background. In terms of G+C content, the enrichment varied between species: the yeast binding sequences had the highest enrichment, while the enrichment of the human and murine genomes was almost identical ([Figure 6A](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). This pattern appears to reflect a difference in background characteristics, since the relative G+C contents of background sequences in yeast, murine, and human coding regions are 35%, 41%, and 40%, respectively. Interestingly, these numbers are slightly different from the overall genomic G+C content (38%, 42%, and 41%, respectively), with the G+C content distribution along the human genome being the broadest [@bib24].

The pattern complexity distributions for the murine and human genomes were very similar to that for yeast ([Figure 6B](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). For "ACGT"-type palindromes, the murine (especially) and human genomes showed a higher enrichment for palindromes with unit sizes of 6--8 ([Figure 6C](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). The results for smaller palindromes in the three genomes were almost identical.

The Markov sequence ordering results for the murine and human genomes were similar, with a correlation coefficient of 0.98 ([Figure 6D](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). However, they were quite different from the results for yeast, with correlation coefficients 0.26 and 0.17 between human and yeast and between murine and yeast, respectively. The Markov sequence orderings for human and murine samples were not as strong as those for yeast, as indicated by smaller oscillations in the curve. One exception was that the log (*R*(*C* → *G*)) values were much higher for human (1.11) and murine (1.43) samples than for yeast (0.27).

In summary, the results of the feature analysis were somewhat species-dependent, although the differences were largely quantitative rather than qualitative. The species specificity seemed to arise mainly from the variation in the properties of the intergenic regions from the different genomes.

Discussion {#s0065}
==========

Recently, there has been increasing interest in using bioinformatics approaches both to identify cis-acting DNA regulatory regions within the genome and to provide new insights into the nature of protein-DNA interactions [@bib25], [@bib26]. A number of programs have been developed that search for conservation either across species and/or between similarly regulated genes within a species [@bib10], [@bib19], [@bib27], [@bib28]. Although useful, such programs are challenged by the small size of DNA binding sites, their degeneracy, and the huge size of the surrounding background (non-regulatory DNA). As a result, the output of these programs often contains significant numbers of "false-positive" sequences that do not reflect biologically meaningful regulatory regions [@bib29]. In an effort to develop complementary approaches to aid in the identification of "true" regulatory regions, we have been exploring the inherent characteristics of known binding motifs.

In the present study, we investigated four sequence features associated with TF binding sites. Some features (for example, G+C content) were strongly enriched in binding sites when compared to "control" DNA, while others (for example, pattern complexity) were only weakly enriched. In terms of specific classes of protein-DNA interaction, we made several additional observations. For instance, zinc finger proteins tend to recognize sequences with high G+C content, while POU domains prefer relatively low G+C content. Also, some characteristics such as G+C content show significant species specificity, while some, like preference for complexity, tend to be more universal.

It should be noted that the four sequence features we analyzed are not totally independent of each other. For example, G+C content and pattern complexity are correlated; sequences with extremely high (or extremely low) G+C content cannot have maximal pattern complexity. Also, Markov sequence ordering is partially a function of sequence composition. For example, high G+C content results in high *R*(*i* → *G*) and *R*(*i* → *C*). As noted, when the Markov sequence ordering results were corrected for G+C content, the differences between motif and background sequences were not so large.

As unpublished results, we attempted to predict TF binding sites based on these features using support vector machine (SVM) approach. We could predict regulatory motifs with an accuracy of 67% purely based on the information of these features. We believe that the features alone are not sufficient to allow us to reliably distinguish regulatory motifs from background. However, by integrating these features with more conventional methods, such as sequence alignment-based approaches that compare similarly regulated genes [@bib18], [@bib28], [@bib30], it should be possible to improve the success of motif discovery algorithms and to develop more robust systems to detect, both accurately and with high-throughput, biologically relevant regulatory regions. A greater molecular understanding of the basis of protein-DNA interactions should also be helpful to this endeavor. For example, understanding why zinc finger proteins tend to recognize sequences with high G+C content, while POU domains prefer relatively low G+C content sequences, may aid in the design of "smarter" algorithms that are better at identifying biologically relevant binding sites. Ongoing x-ray crystallographic and other structural studies are clearly providing important information in this direction. The integration of such knowledge of protein-DNA interaction could transform the current motif discovery efforts from an unsupervised to a supervised approach. This change, together with an increasing availability of large datasets of co-regulated genes from microarray experiments and of sequence information from genome projects, will likely lead to substantial advancements in our understanding of the complex networks of regulatory regions that control gene expression.

Materials and Methods {#s1070}
=====================

Datasets {#s1005}
--------

The binding motifs were extracted from the TRANSFAC database [@bib8]. In total, 11,700 motif sequences were used for this study. It is obvious that more than one binding site can be associated with one TF, indicating that our analysis takes into account the nature of degenerated sequences of TF binding sites. To avoid the redundancy, we excluded the consensus sequences that already contain degenerated positions. We also constructed a set of random sequences as background. The background dataset was generated from yeast intergenic sequences, which are defined as the regions between two adjacent genes. The intergenic sequences were obtained from the *Saccharomyces* Genome Database [@bib31]. Short sequence segments were "cut" from the intergenic sequences at randomly selected locations. The lengths of the short segments were chosen such that this set of short sequences had the same length distribution as the motif dataset. Overall, this background set contained 1,170,000 short sequence segments. Since the background consisted of a large amount of intergenic segments, we expected the heterogeneities from various intergenic sequences, for example, the composition difference from "divergent promoters" and "convergent terminators" [@bib22] to be "averaged" out. For the murine and human genomes, the coding sequences were obtained from twinscan track in UCSC genome browser [@bib32]. To select a set of short sequences from murine and human intergenic regions as background, the same procedure was applied as for the yeast genome.

Odds ratio {#s0070}
----------

The odds ratio, defined as the enrichment of a particular feature in the motif database with respect to the random expectation for the occurrence of that feature, was calculated by the equation:$$R = \frac{P\left( \mathit{feature} \middle| \mathit{motif} \right)}{P\left( \mathit{feature} \right)}$$where *P*(*feature\|motif*) is the probability of occurrence of a motif with a certain feature (for example, GC=0.8) in the motif database, and *P*(*feature*) is the probability of occurrence of a random sequence segment from the genomic intergenic sequences having the same feature. Since regulatory elements represent only a very small portion of all the intergenic sequences, this probability is essentially the same as that for non-motifs. Therefore, the odds ratio is essentially used to compare the probability of a certain event for two groups (binding motifs versus random sequences).

Bootstrap simulation {#s0075}
--------------------

A bootstrap technique was employed to test the statistical significance of the observations. Instead of comparing motif dataset versus background, a set of random sequences was compared with background. This set of random sequences was extracted from intergenic sequences, and the dataset consisted of the same number of sequences as in the motif dataset. Since the background also consisted of random sequences, the bootstrap simulation was essentially a comparison of "random" versus "random", which provided the range of random fluctuation around the expected value of 1. The procedure was repeated 1,000 times, and each time a new set of random sequences was extracted and compared with the background. The 1,000 odds ratios obtained were sorted, and the 5^th^ and 95^th^ percentiles of the values were considered to define the range of random fluctuations (confidence intervals). If the feature values fell into the confidence intervals, the observations were considered random events and not significant.
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![A schematic overview of the work.](gr1){#f0005}

![Features associated with motif sequences. **A**. Distribution of G+C content in motif sequences (solid line) and yeast background sequences (dashed line), showing the frequency of occurrence of sequences with various G+C contents. **B**. The odds ratio for G+C content, obtained by dividing the distributions of motif sequences (solid line in A) by that of the background (dashed line in A); two thin lines indicate the 95% confidence intervals from a bootstrap simulation (see [Materials and Methods](#s1070){ref-type="sec"}). **C** and **D** are the distribution and ratio for pattern complexity. **E** and **F** are the distribution and ratio for "ATTA"-type palindromes. **G** and **H** are the distribution and ratio for "ACGT"-type palindromes.](gr2){#f0010}

![The relationships between the four features. **A**. Scatter plot for G+C content and Markov score. Markov score is defined as $\sum\limits_{i = 1,M}{P\left( i\rightarrow j \right)}$. The summation is over the motif sequence. Each point represents a sequence. The thick dots show the LOWESS fitting. The difference between these spots and the fitting dots is considered the distance between two features. **B**. Scatter plot for G+C content and complexity. **C**. Scatter plot for G+C content and palindrome unit. **D**. Tree of these features.](gr3){#f0015}

![Localization effect of the features. **A**. Odds ratio for G+C content between the promoters and background. Three curves correspond to promoters with lengths of 100, 200, and 500 bp. The odds ratio for motifs versus background is also shown for comparison. It is clear that the enrichment for high G+C content in motifs was much stronger than in promoters, indicating that high G+C content is specific to the short motif sequences and not shared by surrounding promoter sequences. **B**. Ratio for complexity between the promoters and background. **C**. Ratio for "ACGT"-type palindromes between the promoters and background. **D**. Log ratio for transition probabilities between the promoters and background.](gr4){#f0020}

![TF effect. **A**. Average G+C content of the binding sites for different TF classes. Zinc finger proteins tended to bind the sequences with very high G+C content, whereas POU domain proteins bound to sequences with a G+C content comparable to background. **B**. Average pattern complexity of the binding sites for different TF classes. **C**. Odds ratio for "ACGT"-type palindrome between motif sequences and background. Zinc twist proteins bind to sequences having a palindromic structure with a 7- or 8-bp unit, whereas POU domains bind to sequences without palindromic structures. **D**. Log odds ratios of transition probability for three representative TF classes.](gr5){#f0025}

![Species specificity. **A**. Odds ratio for G+C content for human, murine, and yeast coding sequences. It is clear that the high G+C content feature of yeast motifs was much more significant than that in the human and murine samples. **B**. Odds ratio for pattern complexity. This feature was almost indistinguishable among the three species. **C**. Odds ratio for "ACGT"-type palindromes. For this feature, the motifs in the human and murine genomes tended to have more palindromic structures than did those in yeast. **D**. Odds ratios for transition probability.](gr6){#f0030}

###### 

Markov Sequence Ordering: Odds Ratio for Transition Probabilities (Motif vs. Background)

Table 1

      A       T       G      C
  --- ------- ------- ------ ------
  A   −0.23   −0.13   0.31   0.31
  T   −0.29   −0.32   0.43   0.42
  G   −0.20   −0.28   0.49   0.10
  C   −0.15   −0.36   0.26   0.43

###### 

Markov Sequence Ordering: Odds Ratio for Transition Probabilities (Motif vs. Permuted Motif)

Table 2

      A                                          T        G                                          C
  --- ------------------------------------------ -------- ------------------------------------------ --------
  A   0.050                                      0.067    −0.058                                     −0.085
  T   −0.200[\*](#tb1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.030    0.095                                      0.069
  G   0.031                                      −0.037   0.056                                      −0.064
  C   0.140[\*](#tb1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}    −0.064   −0.170[\*](#tb1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.060

The cells with large absolute values.

###### 

TF Classes

Table 3

  ID      No. of sites associated with factor   Factor description
  ------- ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------
  C0001   1,309                                 zinc finger
  C0002    815                                  zinc finger; zinc twist
  C0006    948                                  zinc homeodomain; homeobox protein
  C0007    468                                  zinc POU domain
  C0008   1,202                                 zinc basic region+leucine zipper
